
 

 

Assessment – May 2015

Discharges AdmissionsV

Data – How the ward was performing

Assessment – May 2015

Delay for TTO’s 

husband having to 

return tomorrow for 

them.  Very 

frustrating.

Staff Feedback

Patient Feedback

Global Aim

We aim to improve patient flow on

Robert Hadfield 3 and 4.

The process begins with admission to the ward.

The process ends with the patient discharge home.

By working on the process we expect to provide patients with a timely safe

discharge without delay, reduce patient readmissions, reduce patient length of

stay on the ward and improve the patient and staff experience of the ward.

It is important to work on this now because; staff feel this would have the

biggest impact for patients and staff, patient feedback found that patients

experienced delays getting on the ward, it builds on the work we have started

already by introducing Board Rounds and it is a priority for the

Gastroenterology and Hepatology directorate

What causes delayed discharge?
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Multi-disciplinary junior doctor induction

Standardisation of Paperwork

TTOs – Data collection             

Contact Information              
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What poor knowledge causes 

issues when working on RH3 and RH4?

People

Communication

Processes

Equipment/Environment

Critical care outreach

Who’s who on ward e.g. nurses, 
MDT staff 

(OT, physio, pharmacy, dietitian)

Specialist nurses and teams

Medicines information
Pharmacist already does session

Induction session

Ward routine, board round,
 ward round, drug round, 

visitors, meal times
Induction pack

TTO’s,

Put bloods out for the weekend
For induction pack – not an issue tend to do

 ICE, IT have to ‘unlock’
 them if sent to GP 

aware of external pressures 
e.g. beds and discharge lounge

Discharge paperwork 
and different pathways

Self discharge still 
need discharge summary

Ward clerk often chasing – induction session?

CDs, NOMADS and MARS
Awareness takes longer for Pharmacy – week work for 2 people

Induction session? 

Meds reconciliation charts

DATIX

Inform change of consultants
Induction pack

Feedback to nurses after rounds
Ward based consultant 12:30pm plan to feedback

Does this happen? 

DNRs, DOLs capacity assessment
DOLs What training get?  Huge – Lynn Holton

DNRs – process for senior sign off within 72 hours

Junior doctor handbook/
gastro specific handbook

Board round
Dr’s Rota & 
post take 

intents

Tour of the ward

Stock room eg drains
Inc in Tour of the ward

Hadfield OOH bleed service
Led by bleed consultant – need awareness only

Induction pack?

Paperwork eg(anticoag, P1 referrals, 
where forms are) 

Hospital plan
Inc H5, MAUs, radiology, 

endoscopy, bereavement services

Induction pack

EDMS/Lorenzo
Access to EDMS? Who trains?

Induction Session?

Paperwork to match in files on both 
wards.

Action: Gail/Paul 23 Oct 2015

Board round data collection – time 
from decision to discharge, TTO 

received by Pharmacy and Patient 
discharged from hospital

Need to have contact information 

available for the critical care outreach

MDT staff e.g. specialist nurses, OT, 

physio, dietitian,pharmacist should 

attend the inductio meeting to 

explain their roles.

Suggest: 2 Induction sessions at least  - juniors who miss 
because on nights

August 2 day handover – ‘big’ induction then 4 monthly (eg 
December no 2 day handover) – more tailored small 
induction including tour of the ward. *juniors from outside 
Sheffield need different.
Action:  Meeting dedicated to planning induction sessions. 
18 November 15.  

Fast track
ToC induction session

Ward Managers attend Weekly 
Consultant Meeting (11 -

12:15pm) – once per month 
@12pm to feedback ward 

related issues

Early Senior Review- Daily Board Rounds

Measures:  1) start on time 2) short and concise

Board Rounds – regularly 10 -15 

minute long.  Use 4 point checklist

More 

consistent 

start times

Background

• Gastroenterology wards co-located in Robert Hadfield Building December 2014.

• Weekly Ward Improvement Meeting

• 12:15 – 13:15pm Endoscopy Suite, NGH

• Attended by nursing team, ward clerk, ward based consultants, pharmacy, 

therapy team, transfer of care and patient governor.

• Coaches from the MCA programme and Service Improvement.

• Ward Based Consultant and Gastroenterologist of the Day introduced by the 

directorate October 2015.
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Improving Patient Experience

Patient Governor involved in the group

She interviewed 29 patients. June 2016

The majority of patients interviewed had been on the 

ward between 4 and 6 days.

What could be improved?

‘TV/Radio.  Staff have asked for repair for a month’.

‘TV/Radio not worked since I was admitted’.

‘Lack of trolley service for newspapers on this ward’.

‘Wifi—poor radio reception on iphone the radio and 

TV system very tinny’.

Changes

• Newspaper trolley service started for Robert Hadfield 3 and 4.

• Audit of broken TV and complaints from Robert Hadfield building.  RH4 

Ward Manager met with Estates.  The contract for the TV service is 

ending so no action yet!

Change: 

Standardised paperwork and equipment 

trolleys across both wards 

Further Changes Being Tested

• Ward rounds 

 aim for daily patient/consultant/nurse conversation

 data collected February 2016 – how often do we achieve this aim?

• Process mapping the discharge process

 TTO data collected.

• Nurse led discharge at weekend.

 test of change starting 4 March 2016

• Repeat Patient Experience Survey

 Patient governor repeating patient survey.  16 patients interviewed 

to date.

• Repeat Staff Survey

TTOs – opportunity to improve

• Majority of TTOs are ordered close to the time of patient discharge.

• Team are process mapping the discharge process with junior doctors and 

consultants and plan to do a fishbone to understand the problems 

experienced around TTOs.

What our patients are saying 
Patient interviews currently being repeated—below are examples 

of recent comments collected. 

Doctors have explained 

everything to me   

Absolutely wonderful - little 

angels - nothing too much 

trouble.  Doctors are very 

nice sit down by you.  

Nursing and domestic 

staff excellent. Medical 

staff great - no problems  

Excellent- doctors 

come round every 

morning and tell me 

what is happening. 


